WOOD SHOP

The wood shop offers a wide variety of stationary and hand tools for milling, drilling and cutting wood and plastic.

EQUIPMENT LIST – WOOD SHOP

- Sawstop Cabinet Table Saw with Router
- Delta 16 ½” Variable Speed Drill Press
- Dyna CNC Router 5'x8' bed
- Rigid 13" Thickness Planer
- Rigid 6 1/8" Jointer/Planer
- Delta 14" Vertical Band Saw
- Delta 6" Belt/9" Disc Sander
- Makita 10" Slide Compound Chop Saw
- Safety Speed Vertical Panel Saw – 74” max crosscut
- Grizzly 1” x 30” Belt/5” Disc Combo Sander
- DeWalt 20” Variable Speed Scroll Saw

Facility Type: Lab Space
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